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Full daylight quantum-key-distribution at 1550 nm enabled by
integrated silicon photonics
M. Avesani 1,8, L. Calderaro 1,8, M. Schiavon1,6,8, A. Stanco 1,8, C. Agnesi 1, A. Santamato1,7, M. Zahidy1, A. Scriminich1, G. Foletto1,
G. Contestabile2, M. Chiesa3, D. Rotta3, M. Artiglia4, A. Montanaro4, M. Romagnoli 4, V. Sorianello 4, F. Vedovato 1,8,
G. Vallone 1,5 and P. Villoresi 1✉

The future envisaged global-scale quantum-communication network will comprise various nodes interconnected via optical fibers
or free-space channels, depending on the link distance. The free-space segment of such a network should guarantee certain key
requirements, such as daytime operation and the compatibility with the complementary telecom-based fiber infrastructure. In
addition, space-to-ground links will require the capability of designing light and compact quantum devices to be placed in orbit.
For these reasons, investigating available solutions matching all the above requirements is still necessary. Here we present a full
prototype for daylight quantum key distribution at 1550 nm exploiting an integrated silicon-photonics chip as state encoder. We
tested our prototype in the urban area of Padua (Italy) over a 145 m-long free-space link, obtaining a quantum bit error rate around
0.5% and an averaged secret key rate of 30 kbps during a whole sunny day (from 11:00 to 20:00). The developed chip represents a
cost-effective solution for portable free-space transmitters and a promising resource to design quantum optical payloads for future
satellite missions.
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INTRODUCTION
Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)1–4 is the most advanced
application of quantum information science, continuously improv-
ing in terms of new protocols5,6 and experimental realizations7–10.
The potential of QKD is to allow secure communication between
any two points on Earth. Depending on the link distance, the
quantum channel is established through fiber-based or free-space
quantum communication (QC). Despite the recent demonstrations
also realized in satellite-to-ground links11–14, free-space QKD-
technology is currently limited and cannot compete with its fiber-
based counterpart7,15–18. Hence, in the vision of a continental-
scale quantum network (or quantum internet)19–23 where both
types of link are required to jointly operate, certain key
requirements for free-space QC can be formulated, as (i) full-day
functionality, (ii) compatibility with standard fiber-based technol-
ogy at telecom wavelength, and (iii) the achievement of stable
coupling of the free-space signal into a single-mode fiber (SMF).
Regarding (i), the background noise due to sunlight poses a

serious limitation on the achievable performance of day-time free-
space QC, limiting most of the demonstrations obtained so far to
night-time. For this reason, various studies have focused on the
feasibility of daylight QKD24–29. Most of them exploited light in the
700–900 nm band, which allows for a good atmospheric
transmission, and to exploit commercial low-noise silicon-based
single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs). To reduce the back-
ground noise due to the Sun and to maintain, at the same time, a
good efficiency in the atmospheric transmission, the choice to use
light signals in the telecom C-band (around 1550 nm) has only
very recently started to be investigated28,29.

Moving the operating wavelength to the telecom band comes
with (at least) two advantages. Firstly, given the availability of
commercial-off-the-shelf components, using a working wave-
length in the C-band is the standard choice in fiber-based optical
(classical and) QC realizations, hence fulfilling the requirement (ii).
This opens up the possibility of realizing a hybrid free-space to
fiber system. For instance, it is particular important in a scenario
where the ground station, collecting the photons from a satellite,
is separated from the location of the detection stage. Secondly, it
is compatible with integrated silicon photonics30–33, which
represents a promising choice for designing light, compact,
scalable and low power-consuming devices suitable for portable
QKD transmitters and to design satellite optical payloads34,35.
Furthermore, to match the requirement iii) it is necessary to

actively compensate for the optical aberrations (at least the beam
wander and angle-of-arrival fluctuation) introduced by atmo-
spheric turbulence, which is experimentally challenging36,37.
However, a stable coupling of the light signal into a SMF has
the advantage of allowing the use of commercially available
superconductive nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs),
which represent the standard for fiber-based state-of-the-art
QKD demonstrations7,10,16.
Here we address the requirements outlined above presenting a

QC-system named “QCoSOne” (acronym for “Quantum Commu-
nication for Space-One”), which realizes free-space daylight QKD
at 1550 nm. We exploited integrated silicon-photonics technology
to realize a portable state encoder with decoy- and polarization-
modulation on a single chip, to implement the 3-state 1-decoy
QKD protocol introduced in ref. 5. Moreover, the integrated QKD
encoder has been put in a rugged package, designed and realized
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to the purpose in-house, making it ready for use in the field. We
exploited commercially available wavelength filters (with≲ 1 nm
of bandwidth) and SNSPDs at the detection state. We reached a
stable SMF coupling of the qubit stream over a 145m-long free-
space link (Fig. 1a) by means of an active correction of the first
order aberrations that allowed us to successfully perform QKD in
daylight continuously from 11:00 to 20:00 (Central European
Summer Time, CEST). We measured a quantum bit error rate
(QBER) around 0.5% in most of the runs, obtaining a final secret-
key-rate (SKR) up to 65 kbps after finite-key analysis. To the best of
our knowledge, we obtained the lowest QBER ever reported in a
free-space trial, and our experiment represents the longest-lasting
demonstration of daylight QKD at 1550 nm, as well as the first
daylight experiment where a chip-based QKD state encoder is
coupled to a free-space channel in an actual field trial. Our result
represents one step towards the demonstration of a seamless joint
satellite-fiber quantum network at the telecom band.

RESULTS
Description of QCoSOne prototype
A comprehensive sketch of the experimental setup is presented in
Fig. 1. The QKD source and detection units, at Alice’s and Bob’s
side respectively, are linked by a free-space channel established
between the Department of Information Engineering (DEI) and the
Luxor Laboratory (LUXOR) (Fig. 1a). Alice’s transmitter telescope
(Fig. 1b) is an achromatic refractor with an aperture diameter of 12
cm, mounted on a motorized tripod and placed at DEI building.
Bob’s receiving telescope (Fig. 1c) is a Cassegrain reflector with an
equivalent focal length of 5000 mm comprising a primary mirror
with a diameter of 31.5 cm, mounted on a fixed support located
at LUXOR.
We focused and coupled the free-space signal beam down to

the 5 μrad of half-angle field-of-view (FOV) of the receiver. In order
to do this, we developed a closed-loop feedback control at Bob’s
side, based on the use of a fast-steering mirror (FSM) [SmarAct] to
correct for lower-order aberrations (i.e., tip-tilt) induced by
turbulence. The feedback signal is provided by the centroid of
an auxiliary beacon laser at 1064 nm acquired by a position-
sensitive detector (PSD). We reached an average coupling
efficiency into the SMF (just after the receiving telescope) of
around 8.5%, which is in line with analogous systems based only
on tip-tilt correction28. More details on the pointing, acquisition
and tracking (PAT) system and its performance, as well as the

estimation of the impact of turbulence on our experiment, are
presented in the Methods section.
The inset of Fig. 1b shows the sketch of the QKD source. A gain-

switched distributed feedback (DFB) laser source outputs a 50
MHz stream of phase-randomized pulses (with 500 ps of full-
width-at-half-maximum, FWHM) at 1550 nm of wavelength. Such
pulses are coupled in and out of a state encoder realized in a
silicon-based photonic integrated circuit (PIC) via a standard 8-
channel SMF-array glued to the PIC’s grating couplers (GCs). The
PIC was designed in-house and realized exploiting the Euro-
practice IC Service38 (http://www.europractice-ic.com/index.php)
offered by the IMEC foundry.
The PIC comprises several interferometric structures exploiting

standard building blocks provided by the foundry, e.g., multi-
mode interference (MMI) devices acting as 50/50 beam splitters,
slow thermo-optics modulators (TOMs, ~ kHz of bandwidth, DC
modulation) and fast carrier-depletion modulators (CDMs, ~ GHz
of bandwidth, RF modulation), which are realized in a reverse
biased p-n junction on the silicon waveguide. More details on the
working principle of the components of the PIC and on the
fabrication process can be found in refs. 31,39,40.
The size of the PIC is about 5 mm× 5 mm, while the complete

package is compact within a total volume of 1.2 cm × 1.5 cm × 1.2
cm. A picture of the packaged PIC soldered to a standard 7 cm × 8
cm control board is presented in Fig. 1d. The package has been
designed, developed and assembled to the purpose in-house
(featuring 20 DC and 6 RF ports), so as to make it rugged, portable
and easily usable in field experiments. The capability of
compacting and integrating the devices needed to prepare the
quantum states down to such a small volume represents an
attractive choice for designing portable transmitters and payloads
for satellite QC41,42. It is worth noting that, even if a quantum
random number generator (QRNG) is not included on the PIC, a
compact QRNG scheme, as the one presented in ref. 43, could be
embedded on the same chip, thus requiring the same volume for
the package.
The first interferometric structure realizing a Mach–Zehnder

interferometer (MZI) is used to obtain the amplitude modulation
of the pulses according to the chosen QKD protocol (see ref. 5 and
Methods for more details), which requires preparing pulses with
two different intensity levels, or mean photon number per pulse
μ1 and μ2, with μ1 > μ2. The ratio μ1/μ2 is set by both the DC-bias of
the TOMs as well as by the RF signal amplitude sent to the CDMs
of the MZI. In particular, if no RF signal is applied, the amplitude is
set to μ1, while, by applying an RF signal, the μ2 intensity is sent.

Fig. 1 Location of the field trial and QCoSOne setup. a Location of the field test in Padua. Map Data from Google [©2019 Google]. b Alice’s
terminal with the sketch of the QKD source and chip schematic. DM dichroic mirror, CAM camera. c Bob’s terminal with the scheme of the
state analyzer. d Picture of the packaged chip soldered to the external control board with the input/output fiber array.
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The second structure allows to realize the polarization modula-
tion, by exploiting an inner MZI, followed by two external CDMs
(CDM1 and CDM2 in Fig. 1b) ending in a 2-dimensional grating
coupler (GC2d). The GC2d converts the path-encoded information
used within the PIC into the polarization-encoded information at
the output-SMF. Referring to the Bloch sphere, the colatitude
θ of the produced polarization state ψj i ¼ cosðθ=2Þ Hj i þ
eiφ sinðθ=2Þ Vj i is controlled by acting on the internal MZI, whereas
the longitude φ is set by acting on the external phase modulators.
Therefore, by voltage biasing the TOMs of the inner MZI, the
balanced superposition of horizontal and vertical polarization
þj i ¼ ð Hj i þ Vj iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

is created. If no RF signal is applied, the
output state remains þj i, whereas, by applying an RF signal on the
external CDMs, a π/2 phase shift can imposed to either arm,
respectively creating the states Lj i ¼ ð Hj i � i Vj iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

or
Rj i ¼ ð Hj i þ i Vj iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

. In this way, we obtained the three states
required by the protocol for the key-generation basis
Z ¼ f 0j i; 1j ig, where 0j i :¼ Lj i, 1j i :¼ Rj i, and the control basis
X ¼ f þj i; �j ig, with ±j i :¼ ð Hj i± Vj iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

. Each produced state
is characterized by an extinction ratio (ER), i.e., the ratio between
the optical power in two orthogonal polarizations, of 30 dB, which
corresponds to an intrinsic, or optical, quantum bit error rate
(QBERopt

1) of 0.1% for our integrated source. It is worth noticing
that this is the lowest instrinsic QBER ever reported for a silicon-
based PIC implementing both polarization and intensity modula-
tions in the same chip30–32.
The pulses exiting from the PIC are spectrally filtered by a

commercial dense wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) filter
with 100 GHz of channel spacing, corresponding to a bandwidth
of 0.8 nm centered around 1550.94 nm. Then, they pass through a
variable optical attenuator (VOA) to set μ1 to the desired level, and
a 99/1 fiber beam splitter (BS). The 1% output is directed to an
InGaAs/InP gated SPAD [Micro Photon Devices44] to monitor in
real-time the intensity level of the pulses, while the 99% output is
directed to the transmitting telescope together with the
additional beacon lasers at 1064 nm and 1545 nm used by the
PAT system.
We made Alice generate the polarization pulses with basis-

probability pZA ¼ 0:9 and pXA ¼ 0:1 and intensities μZ1 ¼ 0:56,
μZ2 ¼ 0:27, μX1 ¼ 0:69, and μX2 ¼ 0:33 at the aperture of the
transmitting telescope, with decoy-probability pμ1 ¼ 0:7 and
pμ2 ¼ 0:3. These working parameters are close to optimal for a
total attenuation ranging from 20 to 30 dB, a QBER of the order of
1% and a number of sifted bits nZ≳ 108, as we expected in our
experiment according to our simulations and ref. 5. It is worth
noting that the possibility of using different intensity levels for the
two bases without losing security (as discussed in ref. 45) is
particularly interesting when dealing with non-ideal CDMs, since
they typically incur phase-dependent losses translating into
polarization-dependent amplitude levels of the QKD pulses.
The random bits used for running the protocol are obtained

from the source-device-independent quantum random number
generator based on the heterodyne measurement of the
electromagnetic field described in46. An evaluation board [Zed-
Board by Avnet] with a System-on-a-chip (SOC) is used to control
the source. The board clock is locked to a 10 MHz clock from
Alice’s GPS module. The field-programmable-gate-array (FPGA)
side of the SOC is designed in order to produce the electrical
pulses for triggering the laser, the RF signals driving the CDMs and
the gating signal for the SPAD.
Bob’s SMF-based state analyzer, shown in the inset of Fig. 1c, is

connected to the receiving telescope by a 40m-long SMF. The
state analyzer comprises first a dense WDM filter (matched with
the one of the source) to select the photons coming from Alice.
Due to the insertion losses of the WDM filter, the mean coupling
efficiency of the quantum signal at 1550 nm is reduced to 6% (12
dB), as measured just after it. Then a 90/10 fiber BS sets the
detection probabilities of the two measurement bases to pZB ¼ 0:9

and pXB ¼ 0:1. Each output arm of the BS is connected to an
automatic polarization controller (APC) and a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS). The four outputs are sent to four SNSPDs [ID281 by
ID-Quantique] cooled to 0.8 K. A manual polarization controller
(PC) at the input of every detector is used to optimize the
detection efficiency. This is around 85% for the detectors in the Z
basis, whereas it is 90 and 30% for the þj i and �j i detectors,
respectively. As discussed in refs. 47,48, we randomly discarded
some detections in post-processing in order to balance the
different efficiencies. All the detectors are affected by about 200
Hz of intrinsic dark count rate.
The SNSPD detections and the pulse-per-second (PPS) signal

produced by the GPS module located at Bob’ side are recorded by
a time-to-digital converter (TDC) [qutools] with 81 ps of temporal
resolution. In order to time-correlate the two terminals, we
developed a synchronization algorithm that is based only on the
use of the two GPS modules. At the transmitter, the FPGA is locked
to the 10 MHz clock signal from the GPS module, while the PPS
signal is used by the FPGA to trigger the transmission of the
qubits. To properly compensate for the relative drift between
the two GPS modules, we apply a post-processing algorithm to
the time of arrival recorded by the TDC. In particular, the qubits
detections between two consecutive PPSs are used to estimate
the clock frequency of the transmitter with respect to the receiver
GPS clock. This information is then used to correct the time
interval between the PPSs to make it match with the one of
the transmitter. Such an algorithm is able to properly compensate
the drift assigning the correct time of arrival of the qubit with an
error of about 400 ps (root mean square).

The field trial
Exploiting QCoSOne, we performed multiple QKD runs during the
month of April 2019, on several days of clear sky condition. After
aligning the two telescopes, and reaching a good SMF coupling
efficiency, we aligned the two measurement bases at Bob’s side to
Z and X by making Alice send a fixed polarization pattern.
Exploiting the APCs in the state analyzer, an ER above 20 dB was
obtained for all the polarization states. It is worth noting that the
PIC settings were optimized at the beginning of each day, without
requiring further changes throughout the whole day. The only
observable drifts of our system were due to the SMFs at the
receiver and transmitter. However, these drifts were easily
compensated by re-aligning the measurement bases, on average,
every 2 hours.
On April 18th we managed to perform the QKD experiment

continuously for 8 hours of daylight, as shown in Fig. 2. The total
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always <0.75% for the eight hours.
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detection rate (TDR, orange line) within a 1ns-wide detection
window around the expected arrival time of the pulses (when
renormalized taking into account the different quantum efficien-
cies of the SNSPDs) ranges from 60 to 130 kHz, being around
100 kHz on average. As expected, in our experiment the SMF
coupling efficiency and hence the TDR increased approaching the
late afternoon, thanks to the reduced turbulence due to the
weaker temperature gradient. In daylight, the background rate
within the detection window due to environmental light varies,
ranging from 200 to 400 Hz and being about 240 Hz on average.
Hence, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, blue line) is about 400, while
the total losses are around 22 dB on average (5 dB of fixed
attenuation due to the optics of the receiver, 5 dB of fixed
attenuation in the state analyzer — after the dense WDM filter —
and 12 dB due to the mean SMF coupling efficiency at 1550 nm).
The drop of the SNR after 18:30 is due to the fact that the
receiving telescope was facing toward the sunset, hence
increasing the background rate.
We notice that our simulation of the post-processing procedure

(see Methods) shows that our setup would be able to produce a
secret key (in the asymptotic regime) even with 17 dB of
additional losses. These additional losses correspond, if only beam
diffraction is considered, to a link distance of about 70 km.
Moreover, the SNR can be increased at the expense of a lower
sifted rate by narrowing the detection window. In our case, by
reducing the detection window to 500 ps, the detection rate
decreases by 12%, while the noise is reduced by 50%. For low SNR
values, this strategy may result in a higher key rate49.
The measured QBER is <0.75% for all of the 8 hours without the

use of any active polarization stabilization system, reaching a
value as low as QZ ≈ 0.45% in the Z basis and QX ≈ 0.25% in the X
basis. This is the best result to date for a free-space QKD system
operating in daylight24–29, with performances comparable to fiber-
based systems15,17. This result demonstrates that the developed
chip encoder is characterized by an excellent polarization stability
over time. This feature makes silicon-photonics PICs very attractive
in the context of polarization-based satellite QC.
In Fig. 3, we report the results of the different QKD runs

performed over three consecutive days. The weather conditions
were good on all of the 3 days, with a clear and sunny sky. The Sun
reached its maximum elevation (55∘) around 13:00 and the sunset
was around 20:00. Each QKD run lasted for the time needed to
guarantee that the requirement nZ≳ 108 was fulfilled. As we
showed in Fig. 2, the TDR increased during the day, thus making
the effective duration of the QKD runs vary, typically from 15 to
55min.
Each graph in Fig. 3 shows the rate of the sifted bits nZ (green

dots), the asymptotic (infinite-size) SKR (SKR∞, orange dots) and
the finite-size SKR (SKRf, blue squares, see Methods for more
details) as a function of the hour of the day. Each dot is obtained

by an average over 4 min of data acquisition by merging all the
runs, while each SKRf point is obtained from a single QKD run. The
obtained results are comparable over the 3 days. The sifted bit
rate ranges from 50 to 150 kbps, depending essentially on the
TDR, hence showing an improvement while approaching the late
afternoon. The same trend characterizes also the SKR∞, which
ranges from 20 to 70 kbps. We managed to obtain a SKRf of
several tens of kbps for all days, reaching a maximum of 65.8 kbps
in the last acquisition of April 17th. Remarkably, each QKD run
performed on April 18th lasted for about 50min, allowing to
obtain a mean SKRf about 33 kbps.
Many parameters (such as the turbulence level, the channel

attenuation, the duration of the demonstration and the type of
protocol and key analysis) have to be taken into account to
present a comparison as fair as possible with the related QKD
works realized at 1550 nm in daylight, that are refs. 28,29 (see
Methods). The impact of the turbulence on such links realized in
very different conditions can be evaluated by using the ratio D/
r0
50, with D the smaller between the telescope aperture of the

receiving telescope and the beam diameter at the receiver and r0
the Fried coherence length51. An estimate of r0 can be obtained by
knowing the length and the altitude of the links. Both this
demonstration and the experiment over the Qinghai Lake (ref. 28)
are characterized by a weak level of turbulence (D/r0≲ 3) even
though in ref. 28 the link is 53km-long, for which the use of only
tip-tilt correction is very effective in enhancing the coupling
efficiency52. On the other hand, the 8km-long urban link in
Shanghai (ref. 29) is realized under a condition of strong
turbulence, and a mere tip-tilt correction is not sufficient. It is
worth noting that the model we used is corroborated by the
analysis of atmospheric strength on our link we present in the
Methods. Regarding the duration of the QKD experiments, our
results are obtained over 3 days, with one day of continuous
operation over 8 hours and in particular with the Sun at its
maximum elevation (around 13:00), when the Shanghai experi-
ment cannot perform QKD due to the hindering turbulence
conditions. Moreover, we present our results with finite-key
analysis, while the results reported in refs. 28,29 are obtained in
the asymptotic limit of infinite key. Then, according to our
simulations of the asymptotic secret-key-rate as a function of the
fixed losses of the system (due to the different atmospheric
transmissions, beams diffraction and optics and detection
efficiencies), it results that our protocol outperforms refs. 28,29 for
the same amount of fixed losses (10 dB, see Methods). It is also
worth noticing that, contrary to refs. 28,29, we exploited only one
laser to generate the needed states, thus preventing the
possibility of performing a side-channel attack on our
implementation53.
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DISCUSSION
In conclusion, we demonstrated the successful realization of a
chip-based prototype for free-space QC in daylight, operating at a
wavelength in the telecom C-band. We performed several QKD
runs obtaining a record-low QBER with our integrated source (the
instrinsic was of the order of 0.1% and the one obtained after the
propagation in free-space was 0.5%) and a SKR of several tens of
kbps, also with the Sun at its maximum elevation. It is worth
noticing that intensity and polarization modulations were realized
in a single chip used as qubit encoder for decoy-state QKD. Such
integrated technology has been used in a real free-space QKD-trial
in an urban area, thanks to the dedicated packaging designed and
realized to the purpose. We overcame the strong background
noise generated by direct and diffuse sunlight by exploiting
temporal (i.e., synchronization), spatial (i.e., single-mode fibers)
and wavelength (i.e, dense WDM) filters. We modeled and
measured the impact of the turbulence on the used link, showing
the effectiveness of the developed PAT system in guaranteeing a
stable coupling of the free-space signal into the SMF. Our solution
is very attractive for the design and development of optical
payloads to be placed in portable terminals or satellites dedicated
to QC, given the low resources needed in terms of power, weight
and space.
Further improvements to our prototype can be achieved by

increasing the system clock rate, for example up to 1 GHz (as in
refs. 7,17,31,32), and exploiting adaptive optics to increase the SMF
coupling efficiency50 and thus the tolerable losses and achievable
link distance. However, the obtained results show that daylight
QKD technology is mature enough to foresee the real application
of a global scale QC-network in the next future21,23. It will likely
comprise free-space, satellite and fiber-based channels exploiting
quantum technologies to accomplish tasks such as QKD, realizable
also in the device- or measurement-device independent frame-
work54,55, entanglement distribution56, quantum teleportation57

and quantum time distribution58, as envisaged by the Italian
Quantum Backbone59, a fiber-based infrastructure connecting the
National Institute of Metrological Research in Turin with the Space
Center of the Italian Space Agency in Matera.

METHODS
Description of the QKD protocol
In our prototype, we chose to realize the 3-state 1-decoy version of the
efficient BB84 protocol proposed by Rusca et al.5, due to the reduced
complexity of the implementation when exploiting polarization encoding.
The protocol works as follows.
Alice randomly encodes a weak coherent pulse either in the Z ¼

f 0j i; 1j ig basis, with probability pZA , or in the X ¼ f þj i; �j ig basis, with
probability pXA ¼ 1� pZA . The basis X is Mutually Unbiased with respect to Z,
namely ∣〈0∣ ± 〉∣2= ∣〈1∣ ± 〉∣2= 1/2. In our implementation, we have
chosen 0j i :¼ Lj i ¼ ð Hj i � i Vj iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

, 1j i :¼ Rj i ¼ ð Hj i þ i Vj iÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p
and

±j i :¼ ð Hj i± Vj iÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p
. Alice needs to generate only three polarization

states, 0j i and 1j i with uniform probability for the Z basis, and þj i for the X
one. The intensity level of the pulse is randomly chosen between two
values, μ1 and μ2, with probabilities pμ1 and pμ2 ¼ 1� pμ1 , respectively. The
two values can differ between pulses prepared in X and Z (μX1 ≠ μZ1 , μ

X
2 ≠ μZ2 ),

because we carry out the yield analysis separately in the two bases45. This
procedure allows to detect a possible photon-number-splitting attack60.
Bob, at his site, measures the incoming photons in the two bases Z and

X, with probability pZB and pXB ¼ 1� pZB , respectively. After the photons
exchange, Alice and Bob announce, for each detected event, their basis
choices. Then, nZ raw sifted bits are obtained from pulses sent and
detected in the Z basis, while the ones from the X basis are used to
estimate the information leakage toward a potential eavesdropper.
After generating a raw key, Alice and Bob proceed with the error

correction (EC) and the finite-key privacy amplification (PA) steps,
ultimately obtaining, for each PA block, a secure secret key of l bits,
which is bounded by5:

l � sZ;0 þ sZ;1ð1� hðϕZÞÞ � λEC � 6log2ð19=ϵsecÞ � log2ð2=ϵcorÞ ; (1)

where sZ,0 and sZ,1 are the lower bounds on the number of vacuum and
single-photon detections in the Z basis, ϕZ is the upper bound on the
phase error rate corresponding to single photon pulses, h( ⋅ ) is the binary
entropy, λEC= fECnZh(QZ) is the total number of bits revealed during the EC
step — which depends on the reconciliation efficiency of the EC algorithm
(Cascade, in our case fEC ≈ 1.06), the number of raw key bits nZ, and on the
QBER QZ — and ϵsec ¼ 10�10, ϵcor= 10−12 are the secrecy and the
correctness parameters, respectively5. The results for the different QKD
runs presented in this work were obtained by adapting the AIT QKD
R10 software suite by the AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH61

(https://sqt.ait.ac.at/software/projects/qkd) to our needs. The data post-
processing can be performed on any modern personal computer, since it
does not require a great computational load.
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Additional details on the PAT system
The complete setup comprising the PAT system is presented in Fig. 1b and
c, and it is based on a coarse-alignment system followed by a fine-
alignment stage, in charge of the SMF coupling. The former is based on the
use of two counter-propagating beacon lasers (at 635 and 850 nm of
wavelength) which are acquired by a CMOS camera at both terminals to
guarantee a rough alignment between the two telescopes. The fine
alignment is achieved by controlling in closed-loop the FSM with the
feedback signal provided by the PSD acquiring the 1064-nm beacon laser
sent by Alice, as described in the main text. The whole alignment from
scratch requires about 40min through a procedure divided into different
steps and it was necessary only in the first day. All the steps are not
needed to be repeated at the beginning of each day, thus shortening the
time to start the QKD exchange. The coupling efficiency is estimated by
monitoring the power into the SMF (after the dense WDM filter) collected
from an auxiliary beacon at 1545 nm of wavelength. In fact, the 1545-nm
beacon and the quantum signal at 1550 nm exit from the two different
outputs of the WDM filter, which are characterized by different losses. By
taking into account this difference, the mean coupling efficiency into the
SMF just before the WDM filter is 8.5%, which reduces to ρ0[1545nm]= 4%
and ρ0[1550 nm]= 6% for the two outputs.
To evaluate the performance of the PAT system, we performed some

acquisitions lasting for 5 min with the tip-tilt correction on and off,
comparing the effects on centroid fluctuations and on the power at 1545
nm coupled into the SMF, as shown in Fig. 4a for data taken on April 17th
at 12:30 (without performing QKD). The root-mean-square (RMS) of
centroid fluctuations on the PSD without tip-tilt correction is RMSoff= 120
μm, corresponding to angle-of-arrival (AoA) fluctuations in front of the
receiving telescope of αoff= 15 μrad. With active tip-tilt correction, these
fluctuations are reduced to RMSon= 1.5 μm, corresponding to residual AoA
fluctuations αon= 0.2 μrad. The closed-loop bandwidth of the feedback
system is around 25 Hz, which is enough for compensating most of the
spectrum of AoA fluctuations.
The effect of the active tip/tilt stabilization on the SMF coupling

efficiency of the 1545-nm beacon (measured after the dense WDM filter) is
shown in Fig. 4b, where the histogram shows the statistical distribution of
the coupling efficiency. For this particular acquisition, the mean coupling
efficiency ρ0[1545nm] increases from 2.9% to 9.5% (equivalently, from 15
to 10 dB), thanks to the suppression of global beam displacements on the
focal plane. It is worth noting that the receiver FOV of 5 μrad is defined as
the half-angle fluctuation at which the SMF coupling efficiency is reduced
to 50% of its maximum value, and the coupling efficiency is essentially
constant for AoA≲ 1μrad. Given the residual AoA fluctuation measured
with the active correction (αon= 0.2 μrad), the reduction in the experi-
mental coupling efficiency is then only imputable to the higher orders of
turbulence, which our system does not correct for.
To analyse these effects, and get some information on the turbulence

strength on our link, based on the standard Kolmogorov’s treatment used
in adaptive optics51, we applied the model described in ref. 62 to the
histograms of the coupling efficiency. This model takes into account
the variances of the amplitude of the Zernike modes associated to the
different aberrations, and it is particularly effective when applied to the
data taken with active tip-tilt correction, since in this case the variances
related to tip and tilt amplitudes can be set to zero. Such a fit on the blue

distribution returns a Fried coherence length at 1550 nm of rðfitÞ0 ¼ 8:9 cm

(corresponding to a refractive-index structure constant C2ðfitÞ
n ¼

1:1 � 10�13 m�2=3) and a maximum achievable coupling efficiency (without

turbulence) ρðfitÞ0 ¼ 34:3% ( ≈ 5 dB). It is worth noting that rðfitÞ0 and C2ðfitÞ
n

are comparable with the values obtained with the standard model of
atmospheric strength51:

r0 ¼ 0:423
4π2

λ2

� �
C2
nL

� ��3=5

; (2)

where L is the link length, λ= 1550 nm is the signal wavelength, and C2
n is

assumed to be constant along the propagation path. Equation. (2) applied to

our link in Padua (PD) yields rðPDÞ0 ¼ 4:2 cm with C2ðPDÞ
n ¼ 1:9 � 10�13 m�2=3.

Moreover, the value ρ
ðfitÞ
0 is well aligned with the one estimated from the

optical simulation of our receiving system, which provides a maximum
achievable coupling efficiency of 33.4%. To attest the robustness of our
analysis, we used the parameters extracted from the fit to superimpose the red
line on the distribution obtained with the control off, where the fitting
procedure was not effective.

Comparison with other QKD experiments at 1550 nm in
daylight
We summarize in Table 1 the parameters used to compare the impact of
turbulence on the different QKD experiments realized at 1550 nm in
daylight, that are refs. 28,29. The Fried parameter is estimated according to
Eq. (2) for the three links. We report the value of the ratio D/r0 used to
attest the impact of turbulence on the system, the losses due to the single-
mode-fiber (SMF) coupling at 1550 nm and the fixed losses occurring in
the demonstration. These are reported in the cited works, and they
depend on the different length of the links and on the different size of the
beams and of the telescope apertures, as well as on the different detection
systems used. All the experiments are realized in conditions that are very
different from the ones obtained in laboratory, and are significant to
evaluate the feasibility of daylight QKD at 1550 nm. We present in Fig. 5
the simulation of the three experiments showing the asymptotic secret-
key-rate (SKR) as a function of the fixed losses, hence assuming the same
turbulence level and the same SMF-coupling efficiency while varying
essentially the link distance. The diamonds represent the best QKD run of
each work. It is worth noting that our protocol performs better than the
one implemented in the other works up to 23 dB of fixed attenuation.
Even if our experiment has been performed over sunny days, it is

interesting to investigate how our system would perform under bad
weather conditions, such as rain and snow. In this regard, in the literature
(see ref. 63 and references therein) there exist models that allow to
estimate the link attenuation up to a certain level of rain or snow fall rate,
which is usually expressed in millimeter per hour (mm/h). We show in
Fig. 6 the asymptotic SKR we would expect as a function of different fall
rates by applying the model of ref. 63 to the 145-m link used in the
experiment. It is evident that both the scenarios would reduce the SKR, but
the production of a secure key would still be possible even under heavy
rain or snow conditions (around 30 mm/h).

Table 1. Parameters used to compare our work with refs. 28,29. SAPD: silicon avalanche photodiode.

This work Shanghai-link29 Lake-link28

Link length (m) 145 8000 53000

Link altitude (m) ~10 ~10 ~3200

C2
nðm�2=3Þ51 1.9 ⋅ 10−13 1.9 ⋅ 10−13 3.3 ⋅ 10−17

r0 (cm) from Eq. (2) 4.2 0.39 22

D (cm) 12.2 40 42

D/r0 2.9 ~ 100 1.9

SMF-coupling losses (dB) 12 (mean) 13 (best) 14 (mean)

Fixed losses (dB) 10 27 34

Detectors technology SNSPD Up-conversion SAPD Up-conversion SAPD
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